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The rate of equilibration of difference between the ion

and electron temperatures is obtained on the basis of the

unified theory, in which the collective and binary interactions

are both treated properly. The electrons obey the Fermi

distribution of arbitrary degeneracy. The rate decreases

owing to the degeneracy. Even in the nondegenerated case,

the quantum effect appeares in the argument of the Coulomb

logarithm. When the de Broglie wave length of the electron is

much longer than the radius of close collision, the results

agree with those obtained on the Born approximation. In the

opposite limit, the classical theory applies. For other

cases, graphical examples are given.
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SI. Introduction

In nonequilibrium plasmas, the average kinetic energy

of the electrons can often be different from that of the ions.

Because of the large difference in masses between the electrons

and ions, the exchange of energy by the electrons amongst

themselves and by the ions amongst themselves will take place

much more rapidly than the exchange of energy between the

electrons and the ions . Therefore, the distributions of the

electrons and the ions approach the equilibrium distributions

with different temperatures, long before these temperatures

approach each other. The two-temparature state is thus a

well-defined nonequilibrium state of the plasma.

The relaxation of the temperature differnce is one of

the simplest irreversible processes, and has been investigated

in many cases by various methods. The methods are classified

1-4)

into three types. One is based on the collision theory,

where the energy transfer is due to binary collisions between

the ion and the electron. Another ' is based on the wave

theory. In this theory, the plasma is regarded as a continuous

medium, in which charged particles emit or absorb electrostatic

waves. These two theories are complementary to each other.

By the light of this complementarity, a more accurate theory

has been developed and is called the unified theory.

The temperature relaxation has been treated on the unified

theory, only in the case of classical plasmas
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The purpose of the present paper is to investigate the

quantum effects on the rate of temperature relaxation in the

absence of external magnetic fields, on the basis of the

unified theory.

3 4)The quantum effects are the effect of degeneracy ' jf

the distribution and the quantal diffraction effect ' in

binary collisions. The latter is important when the de Broglie

wave length is larger than the radius of the close collision.

rodui

.15)

141Degenerate plasmas exist in stars , or can be produced in

laboratories by laser-driven inertial confinement

The plasma is assumed to be composed of electrons and one type

of ions. The distribution function of the ions is Maxwellian

with the temperature T, , and that of the electrons is the

Fermi distribution function with the temperature T_. The mass,

charge and number density of ion will be denoted by m , e _

and n., and those of the electron by m,, e_ =-e and n_, respectively.

The rate of relaxation is defined by one of the three

equations

dT1/dt = -(Tx - T 2)R r (1.1)

dT2/dt = -(T2 - T ^ R ^ (1.2)

d(T2 - Tx)/dt = - (T2 - T^R. (1.3)

The three rates are related to each other by
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R = R1 + R2, (1.4)

3n1R1/2 = cvn2R2, (1.5)

where c is the specific heat divided by the Boltzmann constant

at constant volume per one elctron.

Any rate of relaxation X in the unified theory is given

by the connection formula

X = y - X° + X°. (1.6)

The first term X on the right side is the rate in the collision

"" K Y

theory with use of the screened Coulomb potential e^e2e /r,

r being the distance between the two particles. The third term

X° is the rate in the wave theory. The subtrahend is the

rate obtained by the impulse approximation to the binary

collision. The parameter < is much smaller than the reciprocal

of the close collision radius. The final result is independent

of K.

By choosing an appropriate value for K, the rate X° is

made equal to X°. That is, the rate X is given by

X = XK, (1.7)

where < is determined by

-X° + X° = 0. (1.8)

The parameter K satisfying this relation may be considered as

an effective screening constant.

The following three sections summarize several formulae

necessary to derivation of the expression in the wave theory.

In §5, the wave theory is applied, and the effective screening

length is determined. In §6, the relaxation rate is obtained,
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including the effects of the collective interaction, the close

binary collision, the quantum-mechanical diffraction of the

electron orbit and the electron degeneracy.

The basic assumption is that the interaction is weak.

That is, the mean energy of the Coulomb interaction is much

smaller than the mean kinetic energy of the particle.

The plasma in assumed to be nonrelativistic. The region of

validity of the present theory is shown in Fig. 1.
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§2. Absorption of energy

In dielectrics, the rate of absorption of the electric

field E at a position r and a time t is given by

E(r,t) • ^ a ^ , (2.1)

where P is the electric polarization. Any field quantities

will be expanded in Fourier integral as

A(r,t) = J7A^'W)elk'r~lutdkdw. (2.2)

The relation between E and P is given by

P(k,u) = x(k,w)-E(k,w), (2.3)

where x(k,w) is the electric susceptibility.

The electric field is related to the charge

density p by

E(k,<u) = -4Trikp(k,w)/k-e(k,u) -k, (2.4)

where

e(k,eo) = 1 4 - 4i7x(k,u) . (2.5)

The charge density p is attributed to the density fluctuation

of the constituent particles. The correlation in the

homogeneous and stationary medium is geivsn by
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<p(k,uj)p(k' ,w')> = (p2)ku6(k + K')6(oi + OJ ' ) ,

(2.6)

<E(k,a))E(k',(01)> = (EE)k(j6(k + k')<S(w + *') ,

(2.7)

where the notation < > means the average with respect tc the

particle distribution. These relations may rather be regarded

2

as the definitions of (p ). and (£E), . By using thest.

relations and by taking the average, the absorption rate (2.1)

is expressed in terms of the charge density fluctuation;

~ > = ff a>(k/k) -x1 (k,u!) • (k/k)

? (2.8)
To)k.x"(k , w)-k(p^)

= '4TT)2JJ
|k(

(2.9)

where x" is the imaginary part of x-
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§3. Electric susceptibility

The electric susceptibility x of the plasma is expressed

in the form

X = Xx + X2' (3-1'

where x-i is the susceptibility of the ion plasma and x2 ^
s that

of the electron plasma. The both terms consist of the real and

the imaginary parts.

The susceptibility of the electron plasma ' ' is

2 - f . ( v ) - f p ( ?
k-x,(k,w).k = %-Jdv-^ 5 — — , (3.2)

2m

where 2irft is the Planck constant and 6 is a positive infinitesimal.

The distribution function f~(v) is

f2(v) = 2(m2/h)
J[l | n ) ] ,

(3.3)

where the parameter n is determined by the condition

/f2(v)dv = n2- (3.4)

The ionic susceptibility XT is given similarly, but the limit

of vanishing Planck constant, h -»• 0, may be taken.
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§4. Density fluctuation

2

The charge density fluctuation (p ) is related to the

imaginary part of the susceptibility, that is, for the

electrons,

^2'kw exp(-fiw/T0)-l ... ,5

When -nto << T«, the above relation is reduced to

The similar relation holds for the ions.

By using (3.2), the expression (4.2) becomes

T 2 2
Ijr- 4£-S_ J [f (v-^k/m )- f (v)]

(2TT) u A Z Z l

6(u-k-v+fik2/2m2)dv.
 ( 4' 3 )

In the limit of u + 0, it is reduced to

2

(2TT)
 2

T 2

m^k

(
m 2 )

h

.22

8 m 2 T 2

) + 1]
- 1

(4.4)
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§ 5. Wave theory

If the electric field due to the electrons and the suscept-

ibility of the ion plasma are used in the expression (2.8),

it gives the energy transfer from the electrons to the ions.

Since the energy density of the ions is 3n.T./2, the rate of

temperature increase is

d T

dt 3n1

3n,

where the second term is due to the energy transfer from the

ions to the electrons. By using (2.4), (4.2) and similar
2

relation for (Pi)k » the expression (5.1) is transferud into

dTi r u)k.X^ -k 2 T
// = ~ (p ). dkdu(l -) • (5.2)
JJ |k.e(k,co).k|2 2 k u T2

The integration with respect to u of (5.2) can be performed

as follows. The factor xV has values only when u/k is of

order of magnitude of the ion thermal velocity. Therefore,

the o) in electronic quantities may be replaced by 0.

Then, the permittivity becomes
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k-e(k,w)-k = k2 + k-e^k^J-k, (5.3)

where k is a constant given by

ko " - f ? - h l n F W ' (5-4)

r°° x 1 / 2 d x
F(n) = \ x

 n
 a x . (5 .5)

Jo e X ~ n +l

By substituting (5.3) into (5.2), the integration has been

performed1' to give

k- "-k u2k2

j doo = 5^ 5-5- , (5.6)
|k-£-kr 4(kg + kz)A

2 2 2
where W.J=4TTZ e n,/m,. When T.<<T2, this equation does not

q\
hold , because eq. (5.3) is then not a good approximation.

Finally, the rate R, of the relaxation of the ion

temparature becomes

,»,. _ 64,2 Z2e4 »2 - - k' d k

- (k2 + k2)

(5.7)

This is the expression in the wave theory.
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It should be noted here that the linear relation (2.3)

fails in the neighborhood of a point charge where the field

is very strong . Therefore, the integrand of (5.7) is not

exact, when k is smaller than the close collision radius.

The expression (R.)° in the impulse approximation is

obtained by replacing the denominator k^e-k of (5.2) by

2 2
k + K . It can be found that K=k0 is the solution of (1.8)

or -(R )° + (R )° = 0. Therefore, the effective screening
J. fc x

constant is k. given by (5.4).
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§6. Relaxation rate

The velocity of an ion is denoted by v.. The average

value of m.v^/3 is the ion temperature T. in energy units.

The time rate of increase in T. is given by

d Tl 1 ml 2
= < 2 v - A v i + ( A vi } >

Here Av, is the increment in the ion velocity due to

collisions with surrounding electrons in a time interval At,

and < > denotes the average with respect to the ion and the

electron distributions. Since the ion velocity v, is much
2

smaller than the electron velocity, (Av,) is independent of

v,, and Av, is proportional to v, after averaging with respect

to the collisions with surrounding electrons. Therefore,

<(Av,) > is independent of the ion temperature T,, and

<v..Av,> is proportional to T,. On taking account of the
2

fact that <2v1-Av1 + (Av,) > vanishes
electron temperature T_, the relation

2
fact that <2v1-Av1 + (Av,) > vanishes when T., is equal to the

(6.2)

2)is obtained. Therefore, (6.1) is reduced to

dT m T - T,

= ̂ ^ V > - V 1 ' (6'3)

where the ions may be considered to be at rest.
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The ion at rest gains a velocity v by a collision with an

electron with the mass m. and the velocity v_. Then the

energy of the ion becomes

m1v
2/2 = n y n ^ a - cosQ)/{m1 + m 2 )

2 , (6.4)

where S is the scattering angle. Therefore,

<(Av,)2>/At = / Y A V 2 ( 1 - cosG) v^dafo (v0) (1 - <i>n{v'))dv0

+ m o )
2 , (6.5)

where da is the differential cross section, and (j>_ (v2) =

f (v_)(h/nO /2, the prime denoting that the argument is the

value after the collision- The factor (1 - ?2(v2')) accounts

for the Pauli exclusion.

Since the electron mass m_ is much smaller than the ion

mass m-, the energy change -m, v /2 of electrons due to one

collision is small. Therefore, the factor 1 - <f>2(v') may be

replaced by 1 - $2^2^* Then, the formula

V1 -
1 2

can be used, where x = jituv^
The collision integral

Q(g)=/(1 - cos9 ) da (6.7)

12)has been obtained by Honda for the collision through the
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screened Coulomb potential e.e.exp(-<r)/r. The result is

Q(g) = 4TT(-i-|)2[ln^ - | - l n Y - R ey ( i^Ll) ] , (6.8)

where g is the relative velocity, u is the reduced mass

m1m /(m + ITU), lnY = 0.577 is the Euler constant, and Re^ is

the real part of the digamma function V of the purely

imaginary argument.

By using the collision integral, the relaxation rate

R.. of the ion temperature is given by

o m,mo , dfo

(m2 (m..

If K in Q is replaced by k- obtained in §5, this expression

gives the relaxation rate in the unified theory, that is, the

rate has the exact numerical factor in the argument of the

Coulomb logarithm.

Some asymptotic forms are obtained analytically in the

two sections. Fig.!

the region III, of Fig.l.

next two sections. Fig.2 shows numerical values of R. in
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§7. Completely degenerated case

In the case of complete degeneracy, the formula (6.6) is

reduced to

- df2/dx = 2(m2/h)
36(x - n). (7.1)

Therefore, the rate becomes

R l = f I m f Q(vf)v^2(Ki)
3, (7.2)

where v = /2T_ri/m2 is the Fermi velocity, which is related to

other quantities by

5IIl2VF = T 2 n = (3n 2
h 3 / 8 m ) 2 / 3 / 2 m2 = i V (7>3)

TF being the Fermi temperature in energy units. The argument

of the digamma function of (6.8) satisfies the inequality

Ze2 Ze2 m2 vF Ze 2n 1 / 3 ,. 2,1/3 . ,_ .,

^ =
 I T ; I T - = 3T F

 (37r ] <K x' (7-4)

because of the assumption that the present theory is based on.

Since for \c.\ << 1

Rei{>(is) = - lny/ (7.5)

the rate is reduced to
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This result agrees with that by Brysk except the argument of

the Coulomb logarithm. His theory can not give it.

The effective screening constant kg is

2

• (7.7)
F

It should be noted that this result can be obtained also

from (5.7). In this case, the de Broglie wave length h/m_vF
2

is much larger than the close collision radius Ze /1\_.

The effect of orbital curvature in (R,) is completely

covered by the quantum mechanical diffraction effect.

Then, (R, ) should be equal to (R-,)°, and the R, is given by

(R1)° only.
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§8. Nondegenerated case

In the nondegenerate case, the formula (6.6) is reduced

to

d f2 m2 3/2 -x
e

dx

Tnerefore,

8 m2 n2
K , -_ •

-L J m-i

the

(
el
T

e2

V2

rate R,

e 2 ) 2 (
2 w T 2

2 m2

]e~xdx

becomes

2m
Lu -h

2V2
ko

1
2

(8.2)

where v« = /2Tlx/m?. The effective screening constant k.

is the electronic Debye constant

2
, 4Tin,e

When the de Broglie wave length h/m^v- is much larger than

2 2
the close collision radius Ze / m

2
v 2 ' t h e e g # '7-5^ holds.

Therefore, the relaxation rate R, becomes

R m n e,e „ 2irT, , /7 /to T /y

which can be obtained on the wave theory only.

When the de Broglie wave length is much smaller than the

close collision radius, the asymptotic form

(8.5)
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can be used. Therefore, the rate R, is obtained as

m n e e 2TTT , , 4T

I ^ m T m
l T

2
 m2 Y Z e k

0

which has been obtained on the basis of the classical unitieu

theory.
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Figure Captions

Fig.l. The mean energy u vs. the density n

The present theory applies in the Regions II and III.

0: No physical state corresponds to this region

I: Coulomb interaction is strong

II: Orbital courvature in binary collision is important

III: Quantal diffraction in binary collision is important

IV: Relativistic region

Fig.2. Relaxation time in ns vs temperature in K.Parameters

given are the number density of electron in cin

Dotted lines show the relaxation time R^ ôr monovalent ion.

Solid lines show the electron relaxation time R2
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